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I hear crows. I hear cars. I hear 
the house taking the cold and making it 
a bone breaking. All winter these stairs, 
and we both give way — my leg 
which sings out at knee or hip, 
and the wood remembering someone cut 
and dragged it to a darker place, 
split it into brothers and took from it 
its sisters. It could have been a coffin. 
Or kept for cheap crates, being pine. 
Tomatoes would have given 
their summer blood to it. But it was led. 
It was laid down straight 
to stop all falls. Oddest of places, 
neither up nor down. I whisper 
to the stairs. Gratitude 
is never loud. I praise the awful days 
of its becoming. I praise the sapling 
buried here. Back of that, the seed 
which sent up heartbreak. It broke in half 
on purpose. And before, before 
the tiny cone wept its resin, the pine 
took light from shade to climb 
and climb. I wasn't there, but back of praise 
is sorrow. Halfway, halfway up the stairs. 
5 
MOMENTARY, IN WINTER 
It is colder. More people 
in the muffin shop, more now in the library 
including the oldest man 
I have ever seen. How he sits 
so happily and turns the page. What is it 
he reads? I can't make it out. 
But some good someone has built a fire here. 
Call it hearth, a word part heart, 
part breath, a first last 
gasp, the final surprise where a mouse 
jumps out of a mouse and shocks 
the poor cat. 
Poor warm cat. Because we stare 
into the fire, and then the page. 
But this book on my lap is 
a liar — book about flowers, it's all 
about failure. Momentary fold, foolish 
blinding color in the day's 
half gloom. Winter is 
too many books upon the table — 
thick books and skinny books, a book 
of destinations: Spain, amazing 
untouched villages in Spain. . . . 
From the street, I saw two women 
in the muffin shop. Steam 
rose from their cups and changed 
their faces so subtly I thought how 
pleasure is nothing and then 
unlocks: not like a clock does, not 
how wings or ribbons do. 
Oh, blame the cold. There was 
a window. 
6 
HEAD OF AN UNKNOWN SAINT 
“Most likely used as a home shrine" 
— Academy of Arts, Honolulu 
He looks addled, or maybe 
the paint has simply worn off the iris 
of each eye until everything's 
gone inward. Poor thing, life-sized 
and left here like a puppet. He's wood. 
He's full of curious lines where 
someone cut then smoothed, then 
cut again, some uncle who was best 
quiet at things that could be 
praised simply. I'd praise that way. 
I'd say: if he looks tired, it's the weight 
of goodness, not centuries. If he looks 
dear somehow, it's because he loved 
everything, regardless of its worth 
or its chance for eternity. And the rain 
at the window — never mind that it rotted 
the left side of him or that insects 
made a kingdom of his ear. He heard 
their buzzing but it was pleasant, the tree 
he'd been, the way he kept 
mistaking them for wind nuzzling leaf 
into leaf, so long ago, before 
all this afterlife. . . . 
7 
AFTER SURGERY 
I couldn't read. Mostly I'd drift, half awake 
because drugs hung limp from the pole, 
their little crackling sacks. I'd look up to a nurse 
stationed at the door, counting my breathing, 
my rising and falling, writing it down. On good days, 
I'd catch her and hold 
my air back, or speed it up, and you! she'd say 
and we'd both laugh though it 
hurt to laugh. Always, the shunt at my hip, 
its slow welling up of blood, little vinyl 
handgrenade they'd drain to measure, then 
shake their heads and put it back 
empty but the leak out of me would 
keep up, keep up. I had favorites 
among the nurses — one walked me 
down the hall each day, a very big deal, 
like Columbus sighting land, or Henry Hudson 
not abandoned after all at his famous 
hopeless waters. Not exactly 
happy endings but just to get through 
a day of that, and another day, and so on. 
Well, there's no embarrassment 
like the bathroom with a nurse 
standing there, when the body half-works 
and drugs rear up in the belly, and whatever 
else locks in reverse, or inside out, 
or never to be. She was cheerfully 
unimpressed by such misery, matter-of-fact because 
routine is a kindness, or maybe hope, maybe 
its highest manifestation. Manifest: to 
made clear, to show itself, from the Latin 
manifestus, "hit by the hand." There were times 
I stood blank, bloated, down 
the long suck of everlasting worthlessness 
or where the self just stops at some vast 
8 
nothing — two different things but one gives 
into the other, like an uncle and an aunt, 
one low-pitched, one high-pitched, one 
who kept talking, one who never 
spoke to children. I wasn't 
myself, as they say. Or I was myself utterly, 
for the first time. One dissolves 
like a bad pill. One can't bear it 
another minute. 
The night nurse rolled 
through such darkness the way certain large women 
hover, unexpectedly graceful. She had 
a flashlight, checking each hour how 
the I.V. was dripping, or if the morphine 
was doing the job — not morphine, which made me 
sicker, something else — or my shunt, filling up 
the handgrenade, whether it was 
getting pinker, a good sign. She glided in 
on the pale line cast 
by the hall, door crooked 
a little, but her flashlight — I was 
one dim thought, that's all, distant as earth 
from any other planet. And she was orbiting endlessly, 




Lm calling you, dark one, from the fishnets . . . 
the preacher, in a black polyester robe, took me to an ocean. 
He held my head under water 
where the watery female approached me. 
I heard them, my androgynous willows, 
each of them accused me, 
each of them assured me 
I was one of them. 
(I am.) 
In Baptism it's better to be held under, 
better to be left 
in the ambiguous indeterminate. Like Jesus. 
In our church he was missing from the cross 
and I wondered, was this the love before, 
or just after, 
and where was he? 
I longed for the white, female body of Christ 
my father kept entombed. 
I came after dark, afraid and ashamed 
of my ambiguous indeterminate 
and covered my face in her lap, closed 
my eyes. Such freedom, afternoons, 
spreading the female Jesus on my lips 
with just a little red lipstick. 
Then she (I mean me) seemed to die in my arms. 
A small flower burned beneath us. 
The man in the black polyester disappeared. 
Just the blackness of water. 
Now I'm calling you, my other me, 
my ocean of infinite waves, 
my water of everywhere. 
10 
The moon elides after midnight over the Sound, 
with phosphorous and twilight. 
I'm calling you — 
in the deep groove of the Sound. 
In the trident submarines moving slowly, ominously through, 
and the most beautiful dark fins of the sea otters 
and the ferry notes. 
II 
NURSERY 
Say it. A dog's wet nose is a good black kiss. 
I was taken very young by the scruff of my neck. 
Mom called. I remember. 
But further down the river I heard my name 
in the wind between reeds. 
Tell me. Father, what you said to me through her ear 
when you conjured me 
and both of you clenched 
as if you were 
passing along a heavy rock. 
What were the asides of that moment when everything bled 
and everyone in its path? 
I eat whatever 
intravenous anger pumps through me 
or turns half 
circles like a rat on an exercise wheel. 
And still I'm always hungry 
so I gnaw at the chord that 
connects us 
like a fox at his own foot! 
and I 
toil like this nine months 
in mommy's bubble 
until the walls can no longer hold me 
or the muddy hands of the earth can't hold me 
and I go spinning out or I suddenly drop 
on my head. 
72 
I'm thirty-one. 
I like black dogs because that is what I remember. 
I like circles and lines because they aren't accidents. 
And I'll only eat meat, 
the kind that's tough like a string. 
13 
THE SEX THERAPIST 
I found naked pictures of my mother 
slipped into the pages of Peterson's Field Guide 
to North American Birds and rang your phone — 
where were you? 
I kept hearing them in there, tiny and savage, and tree frogs all 
ringing, naked and shrill in the pitch black. 
Sweaty backs. Sweaty tongues. All female. 
I was her lover 
in the sense 
that dust settles after an argument 
like sheets over empty furniture. 
My friend Michael came to see me in May 
and we talked very late. He said 
we should not love from lacking. 
(He's a D. H. Lawrence scholar and that's to be expected.) 
But after drinking so much we surely, for a moment, 
forgot whose words were whose 
and felt it 
in circuit: the one of both of us. 
You tell me it's only "blood," not words. 
After two thousand dollars you get me to say "blood"! 
"Blood!" you explain anytime I want to attach 
a little something. Sex in the morning — for instance — 
it's more innocent. Less surreptitious. 
What are you writing now? What!? 
74 
I saw Orioles. They are as rare here 
as diptheria. 
dip thee' ree a dip dip dip thee' ree a 
In May 
I slept three weeks, cleaned the garage 
and went fishing. The fish 
all looked like Jean Paul Sartre peering sideways 
into what we can never acknowledge as our own. 
Stuff like that. 
Clean them before they stiffen up. 
I'm afraid to use the words stuff, fuck. 
I want to send my mother's photographs to the bad magazines. 
I want love to be an icon, like my mother. 
I love her, her imperishable wearing 
on the mirror's cold language of bodies — gone gone. 
I swept the garage everyday and did the lawn 
like a sexton tends to his graveyard. 
I was a sexton in Arizona. 
And when the church was empty one night, I unscrewed 
one of the ash cans (where the dead ones are kept) 
expecting maybe paper snakes. 
I looked in at the dead ones like a child again 
suddenly seeing her nakedness. 
Just pale. A body like a little room for rent. 
Miss, Miss, little Miss, Miss 
When she misses, she misses 
like this. 
15 
Close it quick. 
And wrap it in tissue paper. 
Put it on the elevator. 
I took home the leftover flowers 
from funerals and weddings 
and filled my room with them 
until they were dead completely. 
Lying on the bed in women's under stuff . . . 
I never know what you're writing. 
A grocery list? 
Lying on the bed, I felt for myself, 
feeling my breasts and thinking I am whoring whoring. 
I am that slender black girl I saw in Denver one December, 
rubbing my thighs and making suggestions with my tongue. 
That's how language is. Seduction. 
You catch it sideways gone gone 
from the corner of your eye 
and wish you hadn't but 
are glad you did when you see the forced blooms 
out of their God-shaped holes. 
Still I take flowers from the dead 
and watch them die — detached, engorged. 
(Not every man has gentians in his house, Lawrence said.) 
Their sex is everywhere in the room. 
The trail ends near 
a whip-poor-will in a young sumac. That is 
what you wanted to know, isn't it? 
I'm being punished for you. 
16 
I imagine you between sessions, what your hands are doing, 
your beautiful hands, hard and directed. 
Especially beautiful when they are waiting for change 
or holding a kleenex. 
They're not especially pretty. 
They're how I've envisioned hands could be, 
like two women in love, relaxing beside each other. 
17 
Peter Sears 
BLUE BLUE HAIR 
I am on the floor, on my back. I must have fallen, 
knocked myself cuckoo. Oblong, everything 
is oblong. My mouth tastes bad. Some of it I think 
got turned inside out when I fell. The rug 
smells of ammonia. I hum my slow song about almonds 
to soothe me. Down here, I can lick my own blood. 
As a kid, I could wrap a hose around a tree, 
then turn the water on hard, make that hose 
jump like a snake. Not any more. 
If only I could hear a good banjo, 
Ld lie here until I was cold liver. 
As long as that bridge group of mine 
doesn't find out. They would like nothing better 
than to get something on me and razz me 
until I break out. Sure, I put silverware 
in their coat pockets and try to be there 
when they pull it out. You can see the idea 
cross their faces, slow as a bug, 
as if that blue blue hair dulls the brain. 
18 
Olena Kalytiak Davis 
IT WAS A COFFIN THAT SANG 
My mother danced the czardas all night 
she held up the edges 
of her long red skirt, a poppy 
in her teeth, its seeds 
freckling her white 
white face. And what a Gypsy 
God was: stamping his boots 
and tying his scarves 
across one eye, like a lunatic crazed 
by what he had set going: 
each wild drunk 
dancer, the heel-to-toe 
of each reckless life. 
All night death was just a dance 
she could rise to. 
It was a coffin that sang 
a rough Russian melody: 
the world will end 
and the world will end 
and the world will end on 
some bright morning. 
I suffered 
a terrible hangover 
of faith. 
Now I'm tired, and my mother is stiff 
with the idea of bending, but she makes 
one last extravagant gesture: 
a throwing up of the arms. 
79 
I'VE ALWAYS BEEN ONE TO DEUGHT 
IN THE MISFORTUNES OF OTHERS 
Just the garlic rotting in the cupboard under the disconnected 
phone 
and a letter from St. Louis: Koh-I-Noor 
(the Pakistani restaurant where 1 now work) 
is like a church. During the day 1 am still 
dedicated to the life long study of schizophrenia, I read 
all about it and it makes me cry. Dear Lord, 
I pray, lick my plate clean. 
and a postcard: Memphis is just like Detroit! 
I feel right at home at Graceland! 
and two pages of Czech serifs from a typewriter on a kitchen 
table in Prague. 
The voice they sound speaks Ukrainian: Olenko! 
If only my hands would stop shaking I could write you in person. 
We were idealistic, we are a little disappointed, my new grandson is two. 
20 
Nguyen Quang Thieu 
SUMMONING SOULS 
Under the light of winter clouds. 
By tall buildings panting to stand up. 
By inns where alcohol pours into bare feelings. 
Patches of grass, accidentally saved, support each other. 
I carried a torn green dream through my childhood. 
I didn't know: did the hunted grass suffer? 
The crickets' song is farther away now; 
Widowed spring rains cry into summer. 
I cross the death of green with more than thirty years 
Of spreading my sleeping mat and weeping, 
I cross the path of killers who shoot at breath. 
I see no prison, but grass disappears each day; 
I hear no guns, but the breast of grass is broken night after 
night. 
This afternoon, on a street that runs through the last world of 
grass, 
A white horse walks with bowed head and drooping mane, 
A hearse for the death of green, with a feverish nose. 
All the blades of grass shake. 
And the horse neighs, summoning their souls. 
27 
SONG 
Please take me farther back. 
Into the fermenting darkness that covers the field. 
I am a bird born at the start of dusk, at the end of dawn. 
I cannot yet sing; my swollen beak pecks at whispers. 
I fly through spring fields full of regret, 
Through open-eyed stars whose tongues aren't yet out. 
I greet the bat of dawn, the lark of darkness; 
The graveyard of my ancestors greets me. 
I close my torn wings on my ancestors' death-days 
And watch rivers of candles overflow. 
My ancestors raise their stone identity cards to the blue sky 
While ancient time spreads its wings like a dragonfly. 
My ancestors have long been awake, while I have been asleep. 
Lulled by the sound of horns from broken throats. 
The pregnant water-rice is grieving; 
The climbing perch yearn to have legs. 
I am a bird, molting late and practicing tones with my soft beak 
In the broken joy of drums on the horizon. 
I am waiting for a song made of cooked rice in wild grass 
And the sad boiled egg peeled for the dead today. 
22 
A HARMONY OF SINGULAR BEINGS 
The farmer clutches seeds in his hand. 
Then throws them into a sky of brown soil. 
Shining larks fly through muddy clouds, 
A song about the remembered future 
Rising from their white throats. 
They fly across the loose border of hunger. 
They fly through the prickly heat of a prosperous dream. 
They fly into lands that have overflowed with blood. 
The language of sowing and reaping comes down in feathers; 
Industry's shirt is torn to dress the wounds of disgraced harvests. 
The wind's tail swishes, dissolving the dazed clouds. 
While star-eggs sit at the bottom of the sky. 
Darkness pours through fresh-cut stubble 
And flows into cracks of peaceful light. 
Frogs pull mortars out of an earthen fortress 
And shoot dim wet shells. 
The wounded fields laugh sleepily 
And sink into brown mud. 
Village houses raise signs of failure 
While singular beings peel potatoes 
And dream of sows giving birth to large litters. 
They're all lifeless, they're all alike. 
Except for the fire that has just woken up. 
That is washing the coming dawns. 
23 
THE EXAMPLES 
for the war widows of my village 
Time flows into a huge ancient vase. Like brown locusts, the 
widows of my village disappear, one by one, behind the grass. 
Red-flecked winds rush back from the distant horizon, their 
fingers scratching madly at the thorn-grass. I stand on the village 
road, crying like a boy who's lost his mother. I can't look for 
widows behind every blade of grass in this vast place. 
With poles on their shoulders, the widows walk on roads worn 
like the curved spines of a thousand hard-working lives. Sleeping, 
they walk through wild winds that rise when the sun rolls into 
darkness. Sleeping, they walk into prehistoric rains that fall when 
dawn gets up from a feverish night. Like a lunatic, I stand and 
count them; example after example, I count them. 
My widows, my examples, don't wear shoes or sandals; they avoid 
roads that lead to moonlit nights. Their breasts are tired and hard 
of hearing; they cannot hear the calls of men, who smell of to¬ 
bacco and muddy rice-fields on nights when winds roll in the 
panting garden. Only the mice eating rice in wooden coffins can 
wake them up; they lie in fear of the sound of termites feasting 
on those coffins. 
Time rushes silently, silently into the ancient vase. Like locusts, 
the widows disappear, one by one, they disappear behind the 
grass. I am a lunatic standing here crying, crying for the exam¬ 
ples, who've gone forever. 
And when I have no one left to count, the widows come back 
from behind the grass, walking on moonlit roads strewn with Octo¬ 
ber straw. Their hair, smelling of grapefruit leaves, spills into the 
moonlight; their breasts lean toward just-kindled fires. First their 
footsteps, then the sound of opening doors, and then a song rises 
up through the heads of sleepless lunatics who look at the moon. 
The lunatics open their doors and leave their houses. They walk 
with the song, on and on, until they find a place with no examples. 
24 
THE WOMEN OF WINTER 
Their faces tremble on dark branches. 
Their nailless fingers pull grass from a dewy garden. 
Their souls hang their bodies on memory's clothesline. 
And the sound of wind blowing their bones 
Like horns exhausts the trees. 
Winter takes a comb from time's straw bag 
And leaves a beetle in fields of moss-colored hair. 
Winter takes the women's clogs 
And leaves two white tortoises 
In a lotus pond where there is no pagoda. 
The women crawl through holes in an old scarf. 
They're yellow spiders, wounded, already dead. 
But their souls return to stretch their web 
From this life to the next. 
Is the beetle's flavor still sharp? 
Is the white tortoise still sacred? 
Impregnated by cold winter winds. 
The women sit in the web, lamenting their bodies. 
Laughing, they cover their infertile eggs with the scarf. 
translated by Martha Collins 




Already it's enough, the passage 
out of now and into now 
transfigured, 
last flash of windborne 
leaf in Halloween's first dark: 
not long ago now was the Fourth of July, 
firecrackers' whistle and scatter- 
rattle over the Sound, 
summer settled in umber slouch along the hills. 
And the roadside display, ANTIQUE 
TABLES MADE DAILY: 
the grained 
lacquer flashing as our headlights passed. 
Already it seems too much, the morning 
paper we couldn't find last month 
snagged high in lilac limbs still, its headlines 
as useless as the early 
leafrot under globed streetlights, 
Freddy Krueger 
four-year-olds 
escorted up the drive. Haunted 
end of October: All 
Souls, All Hallows, 
Day of the Dead, clocks 
26 
wrenched back an hour. Everything 
stirring that should be gone. Restless 
transition, synapse, though one 
now resembles the next 
so wholly it's hard to find your way 
among them. Mirror-hall: 
everywhere you turn you surprise 
yourself, turning 
and surprised. I write 
what I can, while then 
fattens itself, not-yet 
fasts and dwindles, dwindles and fasts, 
yellow words 
shoving black space 
down the screen, blinking 
cursor marking the now 
that recedes before you 
like the raft in a dream, 
and here 
we are, water- 




That's where your father 
had his accident, my father 
mumbled, pointing 
through the cracked windshield 
to the dropoff where he'd plunged that car 
into dead shrubs thirty feet below. 
But 1 knew 
from my mother's enraged voice 
on the phone, then from the barred 
psychiatric ward, it was no 
accident, though 
he'd never said a word about it before. 
That gesture — his finger tracing 
vaguely all he couldn't talk about — 
comes back to me now, through 
Caravaggio, where Christ 
guides the apostle's pointing finger 
with sexual tenderness 
into the smooth, apparently permanent 
gash in his breast. 
Through his one sentence, my father's 
voice was rough with such regret — 
for having tried, or having failed; 
I couldn't tell — 
28 
I only knew his scarred 
arm on the steering wheel 
scared me, and his sweet 
whiskey breath, and the broken guardrail 
stabbing its twisted metal 
over the skidmarks still there down the edge . 
I thought: he must have tried to make it stop. 
But I didn't want to know, 
didn't want to watch 
his headlights scoop out that canyon 
or the darkness fill it back up, 
or his lips, lit by a cigarette stub, 
try to tell me what had gone wrong 
and I didn't say a thing 
as he twisted the radio dial 
from gospel to Muzak to static, 
coughed his dry, frightened cough, 
and watched me from the side of his eye. 
The torn seat squeaking on its hinges 
was the only sound as we rumbled 
down the brick streets of downtown Macon, 
where I watched his drooped back 
disappear through glass 
doors throbbing with dancing bottles. 
2. 
In Caravaggio's painting, the voyeur 
apostles throng 
so close around Jesus and Thomas, 
gazing hard as the fingertip 
slips into the dollop of wound. 
They all want to know what it's like 
inside the cut, risen body, 
but they're scared of what 
the touch might do; it's assuring to watch 
the curious one 
penetrate first. But Thomas 
is tense, his forehead ridged, 
his throat tight as he goes 
deeper into the fresh 
blood just under the skin — 
he's mortified, like one 
admitted where he can never belong. 
Still, Caravaggio has torn 
the shoulder seam 
on his red robe, which means 
he's as human as Christ, 
available to damage too. My father 
died a year after that ride, and now 
I don't even know 
where the road he showed me 
is. At fourteen, I closed my eyes, 
and let his old Nova 
carry me home, 
the Ocmulgee River's 
smell of mud-clogged kudzu and swampgrass 
30 
washing over my father's Jack Daniels. 
He turns back to me now, 
when I want him to, lifts 
his shaking hand to the window, 
and points again down the cliff, 
and the flesh- 
colored robe opens, and the finger 
pierces just under the heart, 
and the hand with its nailhole coaxes 
the bewildered witness in. 
Lee Upton 
FRIENDS AT DINNER 
We had dinner with the father 
of our friend who was dying, 
who recounted the words 
of the healthy woman 
who boasted to him: 
Well cheer up we're all dying. 
Before him was a plate, a pyramid 
of rice and shrimp. 
Just then the waitress opened 
the window beside our table. 
Cool air, palpably black, 
like air at a cliff, 
pulled at a pleat in us, 
a tuck in what we would be. 
A pouch we were carrying was empty. 
We could hardly eat enough. 
The rice on our plates 
was like gravity. As if we 
must be held to our places 
so as not to be plucked out 
like the eye of the crow, 
the eye that was at the window. 
Later I thought, that's what 
the night air let in. 
The eye of an awful thing 
that ate while it flew. 
32 
SHEENY LINING 
The oyster's sheeny lining, 
beneath the dirt of the shell, 
its mossy table. . . . 
The shoal of its hours 
should break open, we think, 
while we pry and pry 
at our own bit of universe — 
as if our gestures 
were invisible 
except when we force ourselves 
into beaten silver. 
Yet one always senses 
a secret, 
something just missed 
in the shell. 
You and your speechless Venus. 
33 
RANDOM DIFFICULTIES IN RECEPTION 
"In Winter in my Room 
I came upon a Worm — 
Dickinson, #1670 
Tied to no bedpost of laudanum, 
Freud was nowhere at this time, 
while her notations began writhing 
into and out of their hot-headed letters. 
To draw back from the wintered room. 
To be fathomed by a broken string. 
A dream goose-pimpling her brain. 
No larger than the joint of her finger, 
this dream, and then to see it suddenly 
snapping at the mast of her bed — 
before effervescing like an aspirin 
just as she was about to know 
next to everything — not just 
one small measure of the general 
level of pissiness. (I believe I am paraphrasing.) 
There was something about her 
that once in a while was drizzling 
the faintest spray off a nozzle. 
Every day, she tells us, even she 
must choose again 




Between the pines 
straight ahead a sandy 
path. Overhead, skeins 
of gray minutes away 
from Bettina's grave. 
Puffballs underfoot, 
skin like lizards, fine 
black dust. Acorns. 
And heather along 




a February sky. A good 
day to walk: the days 
to come will make 
the going difficult. 
Rain forecast. 
You feel it before 
it falls, as if it rose 
from your skin in tiny 
drops. A shudder 
of rain. A perfect 
day for going — 
To die by someone 




it is already 
decided. 
Wiepersdorf, Kr. Jiiterbog 
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ONLY THE SHIPWRECKED 
Only the shipwrecked know 
whether the water bears 
them, and whether its salt, 
mixed with the salt of their blood, 
sustains them, until in winter, 
when man is like ship, 
they come home over the ice. 




The boy's pencil corners the eight-point buck 
in the snow he couldn't make 
out of anything but deficit — 
blank paper into which 
a low, leafless bush fuzzes because 
earlier the buck, gut-ripped, writhed 
over it into this foreground 
flawed with wolves. Once out 
of the pencil, his buck thrashes 
to return, stepping its own entrails 
into the snow. One wolf's so black 
from the furious pencil 
that the boy, worried, 
wipes where the black won't wipe 
away as it spreads up his finger-ends. 
His mother summons the boy part of him 
unsuccessfully to family 
meal, but he's in the deficit, 
arguing his own appetite — 
first the pencil, then his pawprints 
blackening the page. 
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RUMPLESTILTSKIN 
Straw into gold — what's technology's 
dwarf-name that our princess sent 
out so many courtiers to recover? 
The anthropologists brought back Ishi, 
who took a whole day 
to manipulate tule roots into a simple basket, 
the too-short discards loose 
against one lab wall ... & the dwarf 
in my laid-off neighbor told him to divide 
his Volvo into six jobs he must do 
before the aerospace industry would prosper. 
The dwarf must've lost the servo-drive — 
for a whole June, the loose parts, 
entrails of the Volvo's electric window-lifts, 
one gismo of lubricant-shiny gears 
& glossy plastic like a tiara, 
glittered in this yard's yellowing grass. 
If the neighbors I won't name hadn't kept 
the baby they shouldn't have tried to make. 
I'd name the clinic that would've churned 
it into ectoplasm by the title of this poem. 
My neighbor's face got redder 
behind the wedged-shut glass 
each time he drove the wife through 
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false labor. "Ishi" is ironic — 
why did the whites name him "man" 
in a language he didn't know, 
all of his tribe posthumous in the poor basket 
he'd made, "the last California 
wild Indian" — the last speaker of his own 
language, the curses of which he must've mumbled 
into the cot mattress, above him in the lab night 
bows, arrows, & many, many baskets he'd tried 
for the tribe's sake to make true . . . 
& who'll ever know — what if he had been Klutz, 
the tribe's worst weaver, 
now dwarfed by what he had to do? 
Whose riddle, whose child, whose gold? 
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DEAD BABY AND GRUFF DADDY 
If the family builds itself 
around the dead baby, 
then everybody wants to be 
the dead baby. 
All ten children turn blue 
in the face. Everybody 
climbs into the crib 
and acts like the dead baby. 
It's not as easy as anyone might think 
to hold your breath like that, 
but it's a good baby. 
Such a quiet baby. 
Mother rocks the dead baby, 
carries it on her breast. 
Daddy's got the dead baby 
on his shoulder. 
It's the baby you don't forget 
when you get off the train. 
You don't leave it by the side of the road. 
You don't forget it in the supermarket. 
Or let's say you had the house 
with the gruff Daddy everyone's scared of. 
Board by board the boards of the house 
try to be Gruff Daddy. The window panes 
try to be Gruff Daddy. 
The children pummel each other 
when Gruff Daddy's gone, 
but they're whispering into their soup 
when he walks through the door. 
Mother serves up the meat. 
Doesn't say a word. 
Sometimes Gruff Daddy takes his belt off 
for the girls, rubber hose for the boys. 
It's like anywhere you might live. 
It could be Happy Mommy or Cracked-Up 
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Sister or simply Sick Brother 
standing in the kitchen singing all day long. 
There's always someone in a household 
nobody wants to spill. 
Clumsy as you are. 
THE MARKET 
In the photo, the log the boy carries is three times 
longer than he is. His short hair 
makes his head round and smooth as a ball 
in the center of the photo, log sticking out 
equally on either side of him. 
He is walking down the middle of a long, broad 
street that's been bombed and strafed 
and mortared, all the people gone 
as if the world was a cup you could tip. 
The log he carries touches the ruins 
at each end it seems. 
The boy's beige coat is cocked to the side, 
bare back of one calf exposed to the camera. 
Shoes with one sock. 
Caption says boy carries firewood to his home, 
two miles away. On one side of the street, 
bare rods of concrete houses poke into the air 
like bones out of skin. One telephone pole 
still standing on the street, leans to the left. 
What to make of a world picked bare by adults? 
Even the log he carries has been rubbed smooth. 
We would understand if in the next photo, 
boy was lying in the street 
next to the log, caption simply stating 
boy has had enough, like the ten-year-old 
in Patzcuaro, 7 a.m., weeping on the cool pavement 
next to his charcoal heater. 
Every other day of the week he was unremarkable 
because he sat, sold coffee, 
went home. All the vendors were in place. 
Piglets at the corner eating alfalfa, 
tied to the phone pole. 
Farmers were bringing in milk for the morning, 
pouring it container to container, tall aluminum cans 
shining in the back of the trucks 
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while the boy on the pavement 
sobbed, his shirt lifted from his belly 
and the muscles twisting like a rope. 
Mama, mama, mama he was sobbing. 
She was selling bread in the back 
of the market, past the blankets, 
the watches, the bananas. 
None of the vendors could leave their stations 
to take him to her, 
and I could barely speak the language. 
Somebody finally picked the boy up; 
small enough to be carried easily, 
he flailed electric in the man's arms 
because whatever was hurting him 
did not want to be touched. 
I watched him 
disappear into the market. 
Could hear him above the heads of the crowd 
until his voice was like the voice 




WOMAN IN RESTAURANT 
A waiter asks, "Would you like to select 
a warm bread roll from our basket"? 
She'd like to be a bread roll. 
Yesterday her lover leapt out of bed 
without saying anything, 
shouted into the phone: 
"What's the deal with this hotel 
anyway?" 
Before she could close her eyes 
or hide her face 
the air was old, 
along with every minute of him. 
A newspaper story about the world 
says, "The moon's done. The earth's 
not done yet." 
This is because the earth's 
still warm. 
One day its continents 
will drift together: 
times seasons climates mountains — 
restaurants, if any, 
people, if any — 
atop a naked ocean. 
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HISTORIES 
You come from another language — 
sulphur creeks, opening ground. 
Thoughts you try hiding, 
streetlight through frosted windows: 
"I had a little baby." 
Sadness curing sadness, 
a stretch of words 
belonging to the moon. 
Paths still raw. 
The stringy river always late 
passing you with your sister 
for the last time, the doctor saying, 
"She was a wonderful patient." 
The coal-faced grandfather 
who waited on a flat rock 
for deer, slept in sun. 
Deer running, hindquarters trying to haul them 
into complete air. 
Histories which go 
all at once, mouths, showers breaking. 
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CARS NOBODY OWNS 
When will the day be over, 
the night? 
It's time to relocate. 
A new store travels the highway 
slowly so as not to topple the tomatoes 
smash the toy cars 
rattle the spoons. 
The employees run back and forth 
wondering when the first customer 
will catch up. 
Houses leave taking only a door. 
A whole road 
disappears in traffic. 
People trying to return somewhere 
find nothing, tell no one, 
thinking it's better to come to terms 
with their fears. 
All that's left is a tree 
like a rake with its handle buried. 
And a thin man running for coroner who says, 
"It's to everyone's advantage 




A woman is asked if her baby is a boy or a girl. 
I don't know. I've never looked; I don't think it right that one 
invade the privacy of the diaper. 
But wouldn't you like to know if it's a boy or a girl? 
If it develops whiskers I'll call it Henry. And if it doesn't. I'll 
call it Henrietta, said the woman. 
But supposing it develops feathers? 
Then Ill put yesterday's newspaper on the floor of its cage 
and offer it a cracker, said the woman. 
But supposing it develops fins? 
Then I'll put it in a fish bowl and sprinkle fish food. But if it 
develops whiskers, Ill call it Henry. And if it doesn't. Ill call it 
Henrietta . . . 
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THE LETTER FROM HOME 
One night a man's shadow died. Slumping and groping its 
heart it dripped down the wall into a dark stain on the floor in the 
shape of a man who died in his bedroom, alone . . . 
The man writes home: Dear mom, my shadow is dead. I may 
have to be reborn, if you and dad are up to it, and have a new 
shadow attached . . . 
His mother writes back: Dear Ken, I wouldn't count on it. In 
truth, dear, had I known what I know now, I would have had an 
abortion . . . 
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THE MAN WHO SPENT HIS LIFE BY A STREAM 
A man walking by a stream saw a frog and fainted. When he 
came awake he saw another frog, and fainted again. When he 
awakened there was still another frog, and so he returned once 
more to a state of unconsciousness. 
He's been on the bank of that stream for the last twenty 
years, most of the time in a state of unconsciousness. 
His family has given up on him. Twenty years is more than 
enough, he's never coming home. And if he does, so what? 
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THE TORMENTED MIRROR 
Let me gaze into your lovely eyes, said a man to a mirror. 
The mirror said nothing, but gazed back into the man's lovely 
eyes. 
His mother said, stop tormenting the mirror. 
I'm gazing into its lovely eyes, said the man. 
Those are your lovely eyes, said the mother, which are not so 
lovely, as they are more like spyglasses than eyes. 
When the father finally looked up from his newspaper he 
said, what are you doing to the mirror? 
Tormenting it, said the man as he continued to gaze into the 
mirror's lovely eyes . . . 
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FIELD TRIP 







glum little boy, 
evidently blind, 
is lifted to the Triceratops 
to breathlessly run his hand 
up and down the skull, 
over the bony collar, 
the horns above the eyes, 
the skin-folds on the neck, 
the boy's face 
is insanely blank, 
but the hand already knows 
that nothing is in the mind 
that hasn't been in the senses, 
that giants are pinkish-gray 
like Handel's Concerto Grosso 
that life is just a step aside 
just like mother 
always said. 
Triceratops, 
Abel's younger brother. 
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Dark in there, in 
the midbrain: 
the last dinosaur 
meeting the last man. 
translated by David Young, with the authoi 
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SHE CONSENTS 
Kress's dog caught a little cat 
in the snow, bit her through the throat 
so she couldn't scream but lay there 
quietly, claws going in and out. 
Then the dog grabbed her again 
and dragged her a little further. 
The kitten hung from his mouth, watching. 
It saw 
the white cat road beyond the horizon, 
silvery, with tiny ripples, 
a velvet tunnel, and at its end 
some god that resembled a white mouse 
spreading its front paws 
and radiating a dazzling light. 
The nest in the hay in the barn 
kept receding, mother 
looked on, a white Nike 
with black spots, and the flight 
through the white, weightless tunnel 
was like the ultimate 
mammalian consent 
to the conquest of improbability. 
She doesn't want to go back, the little hanging pussycat. 
She consents. 
Just like one of us 
heading for heaven. 
translated by Dam Hdbova and David Young 
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HEAD-SMASHED-IN 
Orpheus touches the strings of his lyre, 
the leopard lies down with the lamb, 
the hare with the wolf, 
narwhal with herring, 
Eurydice wades gratuitously 
with silver lame ankles 
in the nebulous endothelium 
of heart vessels, 
all of this rendered 
in drypoint etchings or aquatints — 
life's great unity 
and 
the United Nations has designated 
the cliff in Alberta called Head-Smashed-In 
as a World Cultural Heritage Site, 
the cliff where, for six thousand years, 
Indians stampeded buffalo herds 
into the gorge 
and finished them off at the bottom 
(the bloody mass of hides, 
horror, hoofs and horns, 
roaring and bulging eye-balls), 
in order to have enough meat. 
So that 
for six thousand years 
Orpheus bangs the strings, 
blood coagulates, 
brain tissue softens and splinters, 
the world cultural heritage 
emanates sweet odors, 
hysterics cluster at the altars 
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and 
the heads and buffaloes 
are still smashed-in. 
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NOT-SO-BRIEF REFLECTION ON THE EDICT 
The Edict, possibly Diocletian's, 
displayed in the marketplace at Aizanoi in 291, 
states in letters engraved on stone: 
Man, 16 to 40 years.30,000 dinars 
Woman, same age.25,000 dinars 
Homo (man) ab annis LX superius 
et VIII inferius.15,000 dinars 
Mulier (woman) ab annis LX superius 
et VIII inferius.10,000 dinars 
Riding horse. 100,000 dinars 
Equus militaris primae formae.36,000 dinars 
Dromedarius optimus .20,000 dinars 
Vacca (cow) formae primae.2,000 dinars 
Capra (goat) formae primae.600 dinars 
These prices are hard to beat, 
for a military horse three girls up to eight years 
and ten good goats is certainly not excessive, 
anyway, girls, who knows what they get up to, 
and for two men in the productive age range 
three dromedaries are a bargain, 
they're a lot less expensive to feed, 
if need be they can even drink their own urine 
and these days who would offer almost seven oldsters 
for a trained fullblooded stallion? — 
someone like Richard the Third, perhaps, 
but only in special circumstances, 
today for the murder of, say, a creditor, one pays 
less than for a Mercedes 230, 
and a football player primae formae 
is worth about a pound of gold, that was 72,000 dinars, 
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and it would take a superspy, so that 
secret services put a price on his head, to equal 
the value of eight little elementary school boys 
or a herd of Phrygian cows of the Frisian breed 
A herd of girls can make, in a month on the street, 
only about the equivalent of a two-humped camel 
which was 60,000 . . . No way, Diocletian's prices 
were reasonable and, when you think of it, very clearly stated. 
Of course it's appalling to sell slaves in a market, 
even if, here and there, in the planet's blind spot, 
the earth swells because it bears 
thousands of priceless yellow, black and white bloody heads, 
and kwashiorkor bellies like rosary beads 
which lead to the absolute of the heavenly cafeterias, 
as well as fingers wriggling out of glassy pupae, 
finger after finger, with crumpled nails, 
like eczematous sphinx moths, irreversible hands. 
that grope on plains where armless philosophers 
graze flocks of cotton wool tampons, 
and where it isn't so much about the blood 
it's more about the cellulose. 
The hands grope, they fold into fists, 
turning to jelly in their final moments, 
till nothing remains for philosophy, 
nor for the emperor, nor for ice cream. 
Of course it's appalling to sell slaves in a market, 
even if the poet, furious, recites his prices 
for right-coiling metaphysical shells, 
for gnomic gooey gowns. 
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vesting the tepid volcanic depths 
where even a pubic bone would perish, 
although the poet dreams of self-generating genitals 
strewn in the woods like morel mushrooms. 
And poetry then resembles 
a hundred and fifty cat's eyes, 
pickled in vinegar in order 
to see immortality. 
Of course it's appalling to sell slaves in a market, 
when even babies these days 
memorize the law of habeas corpus and human beings 
reach to stars and black holes from the gastrula stage on. 
Of course it's disgusting to sell slaves in a market, 
even if nobody knows the value of men, 
even if nobody knows the value of this man or that man, 




The Edict may still be a little actual. 
On the one hand in praxis, 
on the other in the so-called soul. 
translated by David Young, with the author 
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VERSE-BOUQUETS 
Poetry for the Earth, edited by Sara Dunn with Alan Scholefield 
(Fawcett, 1991) 
Postmodern American Poetry, edited by Paul Hoover (Norton, 
1994) 
Poems for the Millennium, Volume One, edited by Jerome Roth- 
enberg and Pierre Joris (California, 1995) 
Burning Bright: An Anthology of Sacred Poetry, edited by Patricia 
Hampl (Ballantine, 1995) 
Every Shut Eye Ain't Asleep, edited by Michael Harper and 
Anthony Walton (Little Brown, 1994) 
A Year in Poetry, edited by Thomas E. Foster and Elizabeth C. 
Guthrie (Crown, 1995) 
The etymology of "anthology" is the bouquet, the nosegay, 
though it may already contain, with the logos part, the idea that 
the gathered "flowers" are going to be verses. "Florilegium" is the 
Latin version, suggesting that the logos stems not from "word" but 
from "gathering." The term goes back to the Greek collections of 
epigrams, where the brevity of the selections made the flower 
comparison particularly apt. And when we look that far back, and 
further, we realize that we owe to the anthologizing impulse the 
survival of much poetry from the distant past that would other¬ 
wise be lost. Chinese poetry is particularly fortunate in that cul¬ 
ture's long-established collecting and arranging instincts. Some of 
the old anthologies are packed with the entire canons of poets 
who were not handed down in any other form. The late T'ang 
poet I am working on, Yu Xuanji, was not considered important in 
her time, largely because she was a woman. Someone neverthe¬ 
less thought it worthwhile to gather up and include her forty- 
nine surviving poems (forty-eight and a group of fragments, 
actually) in a huge collection of verse from the period. There was 
an urge to be inclusive, accompanied by an instinct to be gener¬ 
ous, even complete, and I am grateful for it, this millennium or 
more later. Take the long view and you have to feel anthologies 
are worthy, even indispensable. 
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Their importance isn't just based on survival value. Anyone 
who studies the role of a prominent anthology over time, one like 
Palgrave's Golden Treasury, is sure to be impressed by the power 
that a popular and widely disseminated collection can wield to 
shape tastes and, yes, form canons. Who's included, and who's 
omitted, and by what principles, is seldom addressed and often lit¬ 
tle calculated by the mostly innocent picker and arranger of the 
flowers, but that does not lessen the singular impact that selec¬ 
tion and perpetuation can have. Overlooked and omitted poets 
suffer the most, of course. For included poets, too, being known 
for a certain poem or poems can become a frustration and a mis¬ 
representation, since anthology makers, especially in the modern 
world of textbooks, tend to act like sheep rather than shepherds, 
or, to retrieve the original metaphor, to pick the same old flowers 
from the same old gardens. 
Looking at a batch of recent anthologies has made me con¬ 
sider how my attitude to the genre has changed over the years. 
Once upon a time anthologies were sites of exciting discovery. 
Untermeyer! Oscar Williams! Selden Rodman! George P. Elliott! 
Does anyone besides me remember e.e. cummings' little "pre¬ 
epitaph" for Louis Untermeyer? 
mr. u. will not be missed 
who as an anthologist 
sold the many on the few 
not excluding mr. u. 
Untermeyer was actually pretty generous to cummings, in retro¬ 
spect, but the anthologist's penchant for falling in love with 
his/her own work, not to mention that of special friends and as¬ 
sociates, has always been worth a chuckle. But cummings was not 
choosing a harmless target; Untermeyer's anthology-making, from 
the twenties through the fifties, had wide and powerful effects, 
some useful and some lamentable. 
The anthology as site of discovery has diminished over the 
years, as my familiarity with the field of poetry has widened. I 
make my discoveries now in less mediated ways, and I like my stu- 
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dents to do that too. As a teacher I have come to feel a mild 
loathing for most textbook anthologies, and much prefer, if it's 
within the realm of the affordable, to have my students handle 
whole collections, by poets dead and alive, rather than trying to be 
acquainted with them through somebody else's sampling. The fil¬ 
ter of selections, annotations and introductions is already some¬ 
thing of a distortion. If you then think to "know," say, Wordsworth 
by submitting yourself wholly to the particular choices that some¬ 
body like Harold Bloom selects and presents with a surround of 
tendentious interpretation, your "knowledge" will be so imper¬ 
fect as to be nearly worthless. I end my introductory poetry course 
these days by making each student go find a book by a living poet. 
They read the entire collection, as the poet surely hoped and in¬ 
tended they would, and then come report their finding and reac¬ 
tions. I hope by this means to give them a measure of indepen¬ 
dence they can never gain by dwelling in the cloud-cuckoo land 
of, say, the Norton anthology (good enough in its way, no doubt, 
for some purposes, but lamentably ignorant about contemporary 
poetry and given to the most laughable ideas of how to be 'repre¬ 
sentative/ year after year, profitable edition after profitable edi¬ 
tion). 
I should confess at this point to personal implications. Having 
made several anthologies, I can say I know the trade from the in¬ 
side. I am familiar with the constraints of selection, the pressures 
that surround the question of how to be representative, and other 
such odd features of the process as permissions fees, which play a 
larger role in determining the nature of the anthology than most 
readers suspect. I am that spotted, furtive creature, an antholo¬ 
gist, raider of parks and gardens and, yes, even maker of text¬ 
books. I have assembled anthologies of fiction and criticism as 
well as of poems and prose poems. 
I am also a poet and translator, so I have had the experience 
of being left out of anthologies, as well as the more pleasant expe¬ 
rience of being included in them. Some of the ones that land on 
my desk, in fact, arrive because I am in them. Never fully enough, 
of course. It's still better, most poets figure, than not being in¬ 
cluded at all, though that notion may deserve re-examination in 
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some cases. No one would aspire to be in the famous book of bad 
verse. The Stuffed Owl, but there are a lot of other stuffed fowl 
around, masquerading as something else. 
One has to watch out, meanwhile, for letting exclusion color 
one's attitude too greatly. I always feel slightly virtuous at achiev¬ 
ing enough disinterest to say a good word about A1 Poulin's an¬ 
thology of contemporary poetry. Not only does he omit a number 
of poets 1 think he should include (Willard, Schmitz, McPherson, 
St. John, Tate, Dubie, and Valentine, for starters); he also omits 
me. That I can still commend his editing and selecting is worth the 
little extra effort required. In fact, he's good, and one should say 
so despite disagreements. 
Anthologists have my sympathy, even my empathy, for work 
that is difficult, taken for granted when it isn't being second- 
guessed (few anthologists get much fan mail) and less rewarded 
and rewarding than outsiders might think. It's both accurate and 
charitable, I believe, to assume that anthologies are labors of love 
rather than signs of greed and stalking horses of ideology, but 
one still needs to keep a sharp eye on the issues, even while bless¬ 
ing the innocence and goodness of our literary florists. 
A few years back, as permissions fees soared, along with 
book costs, I found myself wondering whether the poetry anthol¬ 
ogy, as a basic creature in the bookstore world, could survive 
much longer. Yet a number of new anthologies, of various kinds, 
have crossed my desk recently, allaying that fear and piquing 
curiosity about trends and principles. Are editors doing pretty 
much what they have always done in putting anthologies together, 
or have there been shifts in emphasis, preference and fundamental 
structure? I'm not sure I have an answer. This survey is eccentric, 
eclectic, and very personal. I mean to express my own degrees of 
pleasure and displeasure, as a prelude for letting other readers 
make their own discoveries and develop their own preferences. 
□ 
I will begin with two disappointments, then, to get them out 
of the way. When Poetry for the Earth, subtitled "A collection of poems 
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from around the world that celebrates nature/' arrived on my 
doorstep a couple of years ago, I felt a tingle of anticipation. The 
cover, a Hudson River school sunrise with lots of pink clouds, 
sounded a note of warning, but the idea of the book, I must em¬ 
phasize, delighted me. Lover of nature poems that I am, I had 
high hopes that I would find lots of interesting examples under 
one cover and perhaps have in hand a book I could recommend to 
others who share my interest. In a certain sense, that proved true. 
There are many wonderful poems in this collection, and some of 
them I would probably not have known about otherwise. Would I 
have been likely to run into this charming lyric by W. H. Davies, 
for instance, under other circumstances? Probably not: 
A BRIGHT DAY 
My windows now are giant drops of dew 
The common stones are dancing in my eyes; 
The light is winged, and panting, and the world 
Is fluttering with a little fall or rise. 
See, while they shoot the sun with singing Larks, 
How those broad meadows sparkle and rejoice! 
Where can the Cuckoo hide in all this light. 
And still remain unseen, and but a voice? 
Shall I be mean, when all this light is mine? 
Is anything unworthy of its place? 
Call for the rat, and let him share my joy. 
And sit beside me here, to wash his face. 
The verse is traditional, I know, and even what some might call 
too "rollicking," but the sentiments of the last stanza are worthy 
of Issa and Hopkins. I am glad to have found this poem and to have 
made something of a motto from the first line of its final stanza. 
This is what anthologies are all about, surely. Why, then, my 
disappointment with Poetry of the Earth ? Not because of its organi- 
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zation into categories — the editors have made sections for Cele¬ 
bration (to which the Davies poem belongs). Loss, Anger, Conso¬ 
lation, Contemplation, Observation, and Disquiet —, a scheme 
which is reasonably interesting and viable. Not because it samples 
so widely. Not because it is so resolute about including so many 
women — the British edition, after all, was published by Virago, 
and the discovery of neglected women writers is one of the most 
exciting phenomena of our era. No, the problem is one of taste, 
and it applies to the women writers in a way that should concern 
any feminist because it is apt to reinforce misogyny instead of dis¬ 
sipating it. It grows more and more obvious, as one reads through 
this book, that many poems have been selected and included for 
one reason and one only: the author's gender. Insofar as this 
tends to misrepresent good writing by women (of which there are 
many examples in the collection), it has precisely the opposite ef¬ 
fect of the one intended. 
Let me glance at a section of the "Observation" group to il¬ 
lustrate my point. What is a reader to think, having read Eliza¬ 
beth Bishop's wonderful poem "The Bight," on page 157, to turn 
to 158 and find this: 
WHALE AT TWILIGHT 
The sea is enormous, but calm with evening and sunset, 
rearranging its islands for the night, changing its own blues, 
smoothing itself against the rocks, without playfulness, without 
thought. 
No stars are out, only sea birds flying to distant reefs. 
No vessels intrude, no lobstermen haul their pots. 
Only somewhere out toward the horizon a thin column of water 
appears 
and disappears again, and then rises once more, 
tranquil as a fountain in a garden where no wind blows. 
Elizabeth Coatswcrth 
How, you ask yourself, could the editorial taste that saw the 
worth of Bishop s poem have found this to be somehow equivalent 
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(for that is the implicit claim anthologies make)? Does banality of 
language make no difference? Are tired and predictable adjectives 
just as good as fresh and unexpected ones? Bafflement drives the 
reader to one lamentable conclusion: Coatsworth and Bishop are 
together here only because they happen to share a gender, a 
choice that undermines the whole enterprise of an anthology that 
purports to collect excellent examples of nature poetry, in a section 
where "observation" is being stressed. 
Perhaps, you think, this is a singular lapse in an otherwise 
unblemished bouquet? Alas, no. Go on from there. The next 
three poems, interesting for various reasons, are by men: R. S. 
Thomas, Pablo Neruda, and Tomas Transtromer. Then we come 
upon a poem that begins this way: 
WHAT FRANK, MARTHA AND I 
KNOW ABOUT THE DESERT 
My mother 
used to speak about Coyote. 
She talked to Praying Mantis — 
asked him 
when rain was coming. 
She taught me, Frank and Martha 
to look for sap 
on the greasy bark 
of the mesquite 
(the sap has crunchy, crystalled edges, a smooth, wax-like center) 
She told us 
how to eat mesquite beans. 
gnaw on the ends, don't eat the seeds' 
(the fiber inside the pod is sweet) 
And so forth. This is the first third of the poem by Alice Sadongei, 
who, we learn from the notes in the back, is a member of the 
Kiowa/Papago tribe. I know I will tread on certain sensibilities 
here when I suggest that the interest this poem might have in 
some other context tends to be obscured by the obvious politics of 
its inclusion here, among more accomplished work. Does it really 
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do Alice Sadongei a service to expose her blurry sense of how to 
handle the poetic line and her lack of clarity about the differences, 
in diction and movement, between poetry and sliced-up prose, by 
inserting her into this context? My own answer, obviously, is no. 
The politics, which drives so much of the selection in this book, 
backfires and leaves me embarrassed: I wish to associate myself 
with a more vigorous interest in poetry by neglected groups, 
whether the neglect is based on gender or on cultural dominance 
of minority groups, but by the same token I do not wish to asso¬ 
ciate myself with inattentive editing. If the reader begins to feel 
that the editors cannot distinguish an interesting poem from a 
mediocre one, then the whole point of presenting overlooked 
writers is self-defeating. If such writers appear to have deserved 
their neglect, inclusion simply reinforces the original prejudices. 
I hope it is clear I am not trying to give aid or comfort to the 
William Bennetts of this world. If we can't criticize and discrimi¬ 
nate among ourselves about these matters, we who care about 
both poetry and progressive politics, then we provide them grist 
for their mills and defeat our own purposes. I mention the matter 
emphatically because there is a great deal of this going on these 
days, and most of us are painfully aware of it. Silence is one re¬ 
sponse. Careful discrimination, along with willingness to criticize 
bad editing for what it is, is another. 
The more one looks at Poetry for the Earth, moreover, the more 
one realizes that the editors, for whatever reason, are simply not 
well read. They omit poets like Vaughan, Traherne, and A. E. 
Housman. They seem to be unaware of Robert Frost, Robert 
Francis, Marianne Moore and William Carlos Williams. Contem¬ 
poraries like Galway Kinnell, Charles Wright and Sandra McPher¬ 
son have somehow escaped their notice. They have Po Chii-I (sic) 
and Yuan Chieh (sic) in Waley's translations (not, perhaps, the 
very freshest of available daisies) but not Wang Wei or Tu Fu or Li 
Po. It's a very strange book, really, this Poetry for the Earth, and it 




A much more excruciating experience came my way when I 
tried to set myself the task of reading through Paul Hoover's 
Norton anthology, immodestly titled Postmodern American Poetry. It 
seemed like a good idea at the time. Here was a "school" I did not 
know nearly well enough, and an opportunity to inform myself 
about a lot of new writing. The excessive claim of the title could 
be overlooked — Hoover knows perfectly well that the rest of us 
are not "non-postmodernists," and wasn't I myself once included 
(I blush to recall it now) in something called The Major Young Poets? 
One could hope for a corrective to the kind of predictability and 
parochialism surrounding anthologies by the likes of Vendler and 
McClatchy. Besides, weren't there a number of writers I quite 
liked in the book, people as various as John Ashbery, Gary Snyder, 
Russell Edson, Ron Silliman and Michael Palmer? 
Alas, it is almost impossible to exaggerate the tedium and 
banality of this book. Hoover seems to have an unerring instinct 
for picking the worst, most logorrheic examples of his practi¬ 
tioners. He revives the whole idea of "the art of sinking in poesy" 
and makes one understand how someone like Pope could be driven 
to write The Dunciad. The sheer blather, the posturing, the self- 
regard, the solemn and windy tedium, not only of the "poems" 
but of the statements of "poetics" collected at the back! The book 
opens with some of the worst pontificatings of Charles Olsen and 
then sinks rapidly, like a huge lead monument, toward the present. 
Whatever good poems and interesting language are included are 
quite smothered and lost in the fog of self-importance and pseudo¬ 
experimentation. I know that these writers like to read each other 
(and only each other, one gathers, lest light burst in upon their 
Stygian gloom), and I can only conclude that they are masochists. 
It's impossible to imagine them actually enjoying each other's poems. 
Perhaps they only pretend to read or listen. 
I know I sound unkind, sound biased, reveal my own frivolity 
and inadequately postmodern understanding, but I have to say it: if I 
thought this was what poetry really was like, I would never go 
near a poem or a poet again. Hoover's accomplishment here, a 
kind of negative reality, an anti-matter world of language gone 
thunderously prosaic, is really awesome to contemplate. Foolish 
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of me to speak so candidly, I suppose, but I really did try to read it 
and I think someone should bear witness to its astonishing aw¬ 
fulness. 
□ 
Let me turn, with relief, to a more positive example of the 
anthology maker's craft. To prove that I am not simply some un¬ 
reconstructed traditionalist, let me admire an anthology that is 
really rather close, politically and aesthetically, to Hoover's circle 
of acquaintance and mutual admiration: Jerome Rothenberg and 
Pierre Joris's huge, astute Poems for the Millennium. Like the Hoover 
book, this bears a blurb by Marjorie Perloff, but for once her 
praise is quite warranted. What the editors have accomplished 
here is a stunningly good survey of the experiments and innova¬ 
tions, the movements and the geniuses, that have characterized 
the poetry of the entire twentieth century. It takes them 800 
pages, and they promise a second volume that will probably not 
live up to the accomplishment of the first (because it will gather 
too many flowers from Hoover's awful garden), but one cannot 
help admiring, even while disagreeing with some of the choices 
and assumptions, the fundamental clarity, lucidity and intelligence 
behind this collection. 
Jerome Rothenberg has done brilliant work in this line before 
— I'm a long-time admirer of Technicians of the Sacred — and no 
doubt his experience is part of the reason for this book's unusual 
excellence. At the same time, nothing he has done previously 
quite prepared me for the scope and command of this anthology. 
An immense amount of reading, of most of the poetry written in 
the twentieth century, representing most of the languages being 
used on the planet (in the original as well as in translations), has 
to lie behind the intelligent and lively selections and presentations 
one finds here. 
I open this book at random: there is Garcia Lorca, represented 
by two very different pieces, "Night Suite, for Piano & Poet's 
Voice," and "Ode for Walt Whitman," an excerpt from Poet in New 
York. The first is cleanly and imaginatively translated by Rothen¬ 
berg himself, the second, ditto, by Jack Spicer. There follows a 
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compact and thoughtful note on Lorca, emphasizing his roots, his 
concept of duende, his importance to the avant-garde then and 
now. The whole Lorca section is perhaps eight pages, one percent 
of the book, so you sense the economy that is at work. It might be 
said that the editors reveal some of their biases and a slight touch 
of sentimentality in their characterization of Lorca as martyr of 
the avant-garde, but the point is that the presentation of this 
poet, by the choice of examples, by the quality of translations, by 
the lightly worn erudition and enthusiasm of the note, is clean, 
economical, exhilarating. It is also typical of this book. A book to 
own, carry around (gingerly, of course; it's very big), quarrel with, 
ponder and cherish. Rothenberg is surely among our most gifted 
anthologists, and Joris, whose name was new to me, makes an 
impressive accomplice. 
I say "quarrel with" because I think one of the ways we read 
anthologies profitably is by recognizing that we need to have a 
dialogue with them. When the editors are inept, as in the cases 
cited above, the dialogue becomes unprofitable. When they are 
shrewd, intelligent and dedicated, as in the present case, they 
make exciting, if sometimes unsettling, companions. The differ¬ 
ence is instructive; the point is not total agreement but mutual 
respect. Anthologists need to respect the intelligence, taste, and 
appetite of their readers. Readers need to feel that anthologists 
have done their work seriously, thoughtfully and with a real com¬ 
mitment to values and to editorial rigor. 
The ambition of Poems for the Millenium is to document "the 
Revolution of the Word," as Kenner puts it in a frontispiece blurb, 
all the way from forerunners like Blake and Dickinson and Hop¬ 
kins, through various key movements (Futurism, Dada, etc.), 
along with "galleries" that feature individual poets whose ac¬ 
complishments are both contiguous with, and independent from, 
the "isms" that surround them. Where it is necessary to go beyond 
the printed page (to illustrate handwriting, collaboration with 
visual arts, and various kinds of visual experimentation), that is 
done, and done handsomely. 
The commentary, meanwhile, is in much smaller type, as if to 
suggest to the reader its optional status. You can simply move 
among these key texts on your own, or you can resort to the 
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guidance and historical perspective provided by the comments. If 
the term "gallery" likens this enterprise to the museum, then the 
comments are like those optional aids — soundguides or exten¬ 
sive text posted near the hung paintings — that we are used to 
seeing in museums, using or ignoring them as our preference dic¬ 
tates. And the museum analogy is helpful in reminding us that 
the history of visual art in this century has been much more fully 
represented and documented than the history of literary art; the 
latter's narrative has been fitful, partial, afflicted sometimes by 
the most petty kind of literary politics. The Rothenberg and Joris 
collection, by approaching the task with some of the ambition and 
gusto we associate with first-rate museums, is helping to rectify a 
wrong, to fill an often overlooked need. 
I know some readers will think it is contradictory, even 
schizophrenic of me, to find so much to dislike in Hoover's an¬ 
thology and so much to admire in Rothenberg's and Joris's. I un¬ 
derstand that reaction, but I would counter that the effect of 
knowing what Poems for the Millenium has uncovered and displayed 
from the past hundred years is to recognize, if one is honest, the 
repetitive and impoverished nature of the current state of the so- 
called avant-garde in this country. Again and again, you could 
stamp across page after page of Hoover's collection the simple re¬ 
sponse: BEEN THERE/DONE THAT. And in most cases you could 
add, DONE THAT BETTER. After, say, Cesar Vallejo, Benjamin 
Peret, and Paul Celan, do you really want to bother with Clark 
Coolidge, Anne Waldman, or Leslie Scalapino? Are imitations of 
Gertrude Stein any less specious and derivative than imitations of 
T. S. Eliot? If postmodernism is merely going to be a tired, dogged, 
wheel-spinning repetition of the accomplishments of modernism, 
then who wants to explore it? You get the distinct feeling that the 
party's over, the band has gone home, and certain people have 
simply failed to notice. 
□ 
High hopes, again, for Patricia Hampl's Burning Bright: An An¬ 
thology of Sacred Poetry, were sharply qualified by the experience of 
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reading through the collection. This seems like another good idea 
insufficiently backed up by wide reading, good editorial judgment, 
and a strong sense of how to get poems to inform and support 
one another in such a context. Hampl defines her subject widely 
and raids a number of literatures, in varyingly effective transla¬ 
tions, to assemble her verse-bouquet, but she lacks that sense of 
unerring rightness that the best anthologies exhibit. Impossible 
to say where that reflects her taste and where it is a feature of 
her simply not having read enough, pondered enough, lived with 
her choices sufficiently. Her three-part organization takes us 
through the day — Morning, Noon and Night. Let me glance at 
the last of these by way of trying to illustrate the strengths and 
weaknesses of her bouquet-making. 
"Night" opens strongly with Stevens's "Final Soliloquy of the 
Interior Paramour," but it follows that immediately with a rather 
weak poem, Yehuda Amichai's "The Course of a Life" (one good 
image — "everyone's the muezzin / of his own life," the rest just 
too predictable), and the poems that follow, while varied, are 
mediocre enough, on the whole, to make you wonder why the ed¬ 
itor chose them. There are more strong poems scattered along 
the way, including "The Tyger," "The Moon and the Yew Tree," 
"Carrion Comfort" and Celan's "Into the Foghorn," but they only 
serve to point up the inadequacy of most of the other choices, 
which include Kahlil Gibran, Rumi, and relatively weak examples 
of James Wright, Nelly Sachs, Kathleen Raine, and Gabriela Mis¬ 
tral. Where, for goodness sake, are the great night fugues of 
Henry Vaughan? Where is anything at all by William Stafford, 
among the great spiritual poets of our century? What about 
Ghalib? Don't Dante and Milton belong here? And why so much 
dependence on monotheism when the "sacred" has such wider 
possibilities? 
But wait. These are just the kind of unfair, easy questions 
that reviewers like to use to discredit anthologists, aren't they? 
Haven't I succumbed to a too-easy form of second-guessing? My 
rule of thumb is this: one ought not to go looking for omissions 
until one has taken time to appreciate, and reflect upon, inclu¬ 
sions. If, when that's completed, the state of affairs still feels un- 
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satisfactory, then it seems fair to open up the question of what 
the anthologist left out, and why. 
I just wish Hampl had cast a wider and more judicious net for 
a book that has much promise and many disappointments. I like 
most of the authors she includes, but I don't think she chooses 
well from their work. They deserve better, more thoughtful, rep¬ 
resentation. And their poems deserve to interact with the other 
selections more interestingly. The whole question of how to de¬ 
fine and identify "sacred poetry" remains intriguing. Is not all 
poetry, in some sense or other, concerned with the sacred? It's 
like the term "language poetry": one wonders about the fact that, 
technically, just about everyone's included. Which means that 
another, less clearly stated, agenda is at work. But I am complain¬ 
ing about overall quality, not agenda. 
□ 
An anthology which seems to me to exemplify the craft of 
bouquet-gathering at its best is Michael Harper and Anthony 
Walton's Every Shut Eye Ain't Asleep. Its subject is "poetry by African 
Americans since 1945," and it does a superb job of selecting and 
presenting thirty-five poets, ordering them chronologically by 
their birthdates. Harper and Walton have been true to the spec¬ 
trum in the African American writing community that runs from 
politicized anger to distinctive lyricism (there does seem to be 
something mutually exclusive about those two extremes, though 
they sometimes coexist within a single poem), while always going 
for the strongest examples, making no exceptions and, in effect, 
taking no prisoners. What needs leaving out because it is deriva¬ 
tive or self-indulgent gets left out, so that what is genuine and 
moving may remain. The editors are quite willing to indicate their 
sense of relative importance by size of selection: the book opens 
with very generous representation of Robert Hayden and Gwen¬ 
dolyn Brooks (26 and 29 pages, respectively), but is not afraid to 
represent other writers by a single poem. And some names you 
might expect to find here are left out altogether. 
In the minimally represented (one or two poems) cases, I am 
not familiar enough with the rest of the work to second-guess the 
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editors. I was glad to see the work of Mari Evans, Raymond Pat¬ 
terson (a virtuoso piece called 'Twenty-Six Ways of Looking at a 
Blackman"), Jayne Cortez, Nathaniel Mackey and Clarence Ma¬ 
jor, who have very brief sections of one or two pieces, but I didn't 
know them well enough to wish they could be more fully repre¬ 
sented, especially in exchange for reducing larger selections. One 
other "single poem" selection, Sherley Anne Williams' "Letters 
from a New England Negro," runs over fourteen pages, and I ad¬ 
mire the editors for making room for long pieces of real distinc¬ 
tion like this one and Jay Wright's "An Invitation to Madison 
County." 
Like any anthology, this one may have some interesting poli¬ 
tics behind it, but my emphasis is simply on the strength of choices, 
the unwillingness to settle for safe or mediocre poems, the wari¬ 
ness about sentimentality, and the crispness and sureness of the 
editing. Among their authors and choices, the editors no doubt 
have their own preferences and reservations, but their presenta¬ 
tion of each writer is succinct, scrupulous, and fairminded. The 
result is an anthology you feel you can go back to and explore, 
having that kind of useful dialogue with the editors I mentioned 
above, and using discoveries as a springboard to wider and deeper 
reading. A book to own, lend, reread and cherish! 
□ 
I've saved my very favorite anthology, A Year in Poetry, for 
last. I happen to be represented in this one, but that fact is wholly 
incidental to my delight in it, which comes from the organization: 
the editors have actually found a poem to fit every single day of 
the year, creating thereby a calendar/anthology. This combines 
two interesting structures in a way that has great potential. But 
its success must still lie in the execution. Thomas Foster and 
Elizabeth Guthrie spent about seven years looking for their ex¬ 
amples and putting the book together. How many other antholo¬ 
gists have been that patient and scrupulous? They've had lots of 
helpful suggestions along the way, they tell us, and the backing 
and enthusiasm of Richard Wilbur, who supplies a Foreword, but 
the credit for their success must go to them and their notable pa- 
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tience in following through on such an ambitious project. Foster 
tells us that the whole thing began when he read "Paul Revere's 
Ride" to his children on April 18,1988. He wondered about other 
poems tied to specific days, and the project was launched. 
To show what this anthology is like, in texture and taste, let's 
look at the month of April, up to the moment of its founding and 
Paul Revere's ride: 
April 1: Marianne Moore, "Tom Fool at Jamaica." A racehorse, 
appropriately named, being exercised on April Fool's Day. "Be in¬ 
fallible at your peril, for your system will fail," says Moore. Good 
advice! 
April 2: John Donne, "Goodfriday, 1613. Riding Westward." 
(April second is when Good Friday fell on 1613.) A classic. 
April 3: William Shakespeare, "The Death of Prince Arthur," 
from King John. Tradition ascribes this incident to April 3, 1203. 
April 4: Tom Andrews, "Song of a Country Priest." Epigraph 
from Bernanos. This begins, "April 4: Wind hums/in the fireweed, 
the dogwood/drops white skirts across II the lawn." 
April 5: John Betjeman, "The Arrest of Oscar Wilde at the 
Cadogan Hotel." So that's when that was! Another classic, set in 
1895. 
April 6: Francesco Petrarch, "The louer sheweth that he was 
striken by loue on good friday." Yes, Petrarch met Laura April 6, 
1327. The translation is by Anonymous and shows up in Tot- 
tel's Miscellany, a period bouquet. Petrarch says he was "vnwise, 
vnweaponed and vnware." 
April 7: Dante Alighieri, "Dante finds himself in the Dark 
Wood," i.e. the opening of The Inferno, which Dante set on Good 
Friday, April 7,1300. The translation is Longfellow's, which reads 
quite well. 
April 8: Greg Pape, "This House." The poem's speaker says 
"It's the eighth of April/and this house is a stalled whale/under 
snow clouds." 
April 9: Paul Muldoon, "Good Friday, 1971, Driving West¬ 
ward." It's not Donne, but it's pretty good. 
April 10: Robert Hayden, "Middle Passage." A searing, mem- 
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orable poem, in which a quote from the ship's log reads "10 April 
1800 —/Blacks rebellious. Crew uneasy. Our linguist says/their 
moaning is a prayer for death,/ours and their own." 
April 11: John Whitworth, "Report on the Progress of the 
Export Drive — Spring Bank Holiday 1977." For Anglophiles, I 
guess. 
April 12: Ogden Nash, "Lines in Praise of a Date Made Praise¬ 
worthy by Something Very Nice That Happened to It." Funny 
variations on rhyming the word "April," e.g., "Down in New 
Mexico the chaparral/Is doing nicely by the twelfth of Apparel." 
April 13: Horace, "Maecenas Birthday." A terrific poem, in¬ 
viting "Phillis" to a birthday bash, set on the Ides (which are the 
13th in April instead of the 15th), translated here by Thomas 
Pestell in the manner of Ben Jonson and Robert Herrick. 
April 14: Stephen Vincent Benet, "Abraham Lincoln's Last 
Day." That's right, Booth shot Lincoln on April 14, 1865. 
April 15: Thomas Hardy, "The Convergence of the Twain." 
Yes, that's right too. The Titanic went down on April 15, 1912. 
April 16: George Mackay Brown, "April the Sixteenth." A good 
poem by a good poet. April 16 is Magnus Martyr Day. 
April 17: Geoffrey Chaucer, "Here bygynneth the Book of 
the Tales of Caunterbury." The Man of Law, telling his tale on 
the first day, remarks that it's the eighteenth. By inference, then, 
the pilgrims gathered to begin their journey on the evening of the 
seventeenth. 
That brings us to Longfellow and Revere's very metered gallop, 
where Foster and Guthrie began, and where I must stop. I hope 
my sample has conveyed something of the variety and imagina¬ 
tion of this collection, its way of bringing disparate years (1300, 
1912, etc.) together, not to mention disparate poems and poets, 
through the joyous accident of days of the month. 
The real point about the excellence of A Year in Poetry, how¬ 
ever, is not the ingenuity of the idea or the feat of coming up with 
a poem for every day of the year. It is the high quality and deep 
interest of the individual examples, along with their subtle dia¬ 
logue, the ways in which they do and don't fit together. You can 
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dip into this book at any point and find something interesting, 
provoking, and, nine times out of ten, unfamiliar. I am currently 
reading in February, actually, where I have discovered Emily Dick¬ 
inson's hilarious Valentine (I thought I knew Dickinson well, but 
this is an early piece, often ignored) and Tristan Corbiere's "Let¬ 
ter from Mexico" and Thomas More's "Rueful Lamentation on 
the Death of Queen Elizabeth" (Henry the Eighth's mom). I put 
these poems next to ones I already did know, and I glow with 
pleasure at any enhanced sense of what's out there, what's avail¬ 
able to the interested reader of poetry when editors cast a wide 
net and make a careful selection. My own delight in this book will 
surely be shared by others. Its price, $25, makes it a wonderful 
bargain, working out to something like 7 cents per poem. I will 
use it as a calendar, a bedside companion, a reference book, a gift 
idea and a conversation piece. It shows that the fine old art of 
anthology-making is alive and well among us still, walking in 




Carol Potter, Upside Down in the Dark (Alice James Books, 1995) 
Angela Ball, Possession (Red Hen Press, 1995) 
Browsing through a shelf of books published in 1995,1 realize 
how much I'm drawn to poets who explore new ways of repre¬ 
senting the self. In the wake of Romantic self-absorption and 
Modernist objectivity and Confessional unveiling and Postmod¬ 
ernist self-erasure, the question of how to render subjectivity in 
language remains a fraught one. Many contemporary poets, to 
judge from my little survey, seem compelled to choose sides: either 
to write narrowly (and often obsessively) about autobiographical 
circumstances, or to construct verbal force-fields that feel aridly 
disconnected from any real experience. But some of the most in¬ 
teresting current work finds ways of negotiating the territory in 
between. 
Carol Potter's work is clearly grounded in the conditions of 
her own life, but it achieves a measure of aesthetic distance by 
focusing on the process of consciousness, thus rendering the poem 
less self-explanatory than self-unfolding. Her voice consistently 
evokes a firm sense of presence and authority. At the same time, 
her best poems don't operate in a particularly willful way — in¬ 
deed, they proceed through intuitive, associative logic, often seem¬ 
ing to assemble themselves as they move along. It's not exactly 
Keats's negative capability at work here — we're always conscious 
of Potter's edgy sensibility, her fierce tenderness, at the center of 
the experience. But she manages the poem so as to make it appear 
unmanaged, accumulating significance on its own, until arriving 
at a point of resonance or revelation seemingly of its own accord. 
Often the initial poetic impulse seems close to that of the 
journal entry, content to record the everyday; the consciousness 
hovers and circles until finally it finds its subject and its larger vi¬ 
sion. A good example is "Trouble Rocking Back and Forth in Her 
Chair," which begins by recounting a dinner party dominated by 
a couple of men, the speaker growing steadily more frustrated 
and retreating into memory: 
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... I could feel 
trouble starting to happen, the way I wanted 
to overturn the table like the women did 
at the bar in Worcester; one woman spilled 
her drink wetting the other woman's 
blouse so the woman with the wet blouse stood up 
and stripped, making all the men at the table jump 
backwards, five chairs crashing to the floor. 
Everybody was irritated because the band was playing 
its own music and the people wanted something they could 
dance to; they wanted to get up and do the 
twist, they wanted to do the monkey. . . . 
Just as this anecdote threatens to divert the poem too far away 
from its origins, there's a sly shift, and the associations become 
more private and more interesting: 
... I liked it, 
liked seeing the chairs tip back and the whole room 
get suddenly quiet. Trouble taking her blouse off 
and everyone stunned just like I did it 
when my sister was small, all that pounding 
on the table and me shouting something 
about the war. . . . 
Meanwhile the dinner-party conversation drones on, and the 
speaker shares a silent, knowing glance with the woman across 
the table: 
We just sat on it without a word because 
we were guests there. It was the sitting on it, 
trouble rocking back and forth in her chair 
and saying nothing, made me think of my sister, 
how she wached me rock and thump 
through the house. They didn't like the clothes 
I was wearing, and the brothers, I said, 
were pinching me but we liked the way our sister giggled 
when we chucked her into the air. 
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The second half of the poem shifts back and forth between the 
present moment, in which the speaker struggles not to "make 
trouble," and memories of her failure to protect her sister from 
their father's anger: 
. . . My sister dove behind me as if my rage 
was some kind of skirt she could hide in, but he pulled her 
from those folds without a hitch. I keep wondering if something 
didn't get born that day. . . . 
There's no attempt to translate all the private associations here: 
that "something" remains mysterious, though it seems to connect 
with the suggestion that the two sisters are now estranged 
("Where did she go / and why don't I hear from her?"). And then, 
in a final, risky move, the poem ends by introducing a new image 
that seems to take the poem (and the speaker) by surprise: 
... I think of the trapeze artists 
in the picture I saw this afternoon, one man hanging by his 
knees, his hands held out to the other one 
coming flying off his swing to reach him. They were 
both upside down with their hands almost touching 
and the elephants in a line beneath them, the crowd 
looking up. It made me think of her, as if 
our fingers had simply touched in midair and nothing more. 
In the picture one man flies through the air 
forever poised at the edge of another man's hands. 
In the picture there's no sign of trouble anywhere, 
nobody gets caught, and nobody falls. 
It's a powerful image, the more so because it doesn't insist on its 
significance; it trusts the reader to recognize the way it locks the 
poem's architecture into place. Just as the sister enters the poem 
almost accidentally and only gradually assumes a central role, so 
does the memory of tossing her into the air link up with the pic¬ 
ture of the acrobats to produce a complex metaphor of private 
history and public spectacle, intimacy and separation, trouble and 
loss. 
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Potter's ability to play disparate scenes off against each other 
in a collage of memory and association produces richly satisfying 
results. Here's the beginning of "Upside Down in the Rafters," 
for instance: 
Squeezing through some crack in the house, 
it came into my sleep and I woke to the sound 
of furred wings flying through darkness, no 
light in here at all, the way they like it, drawn 
to absence and the steady breath of one woman 
alone dreaming of a woman in a hospital bed 
waiting for a prognosis, waiting for her name 
to come up on the screen, and all those people 
on the bridge watching three moons rise 
knowing they were about to die, but still afraid 
to kiss each other on the lips. 
It was that kind of year, and me wondering 
which gap in the trees 
a person could disappear through. 
There's a surprise in absolutely every line there; the poem feels 
blissfully unconstrained by the need to account for or explain it¬ 
self. The strangeness of the associations is helped along by the 
dreamscape setting, of course, and also by the economy and in¬ 
tegrity of the voice. Perhaps less immediately noticeable is the 
way the casual, natural diction is counterpointed by Potter's un¬ 
expected use of line breaks to give the poem a nervous electricity. 
The whole poem (which ends with the speaker and her daughter 
in a boat on a pond, "bats snapping bugs / in midair then sweeping 
back up and around / as if to eat the dark between us") feels ef¬ 
fortless, yet its effects are clearly achieved through a highly pre¬ 
cise and rigorous craft. The world of these poems is often quite 
dark, exploring life lived at the margin and the threshold: family 
tensions and rifts, love badly ended, suicide, sexual violence, and 
various intimations of mortality repeatedly recur. But Potter's 
ability to find a kind of redemption through the clarity and com¬ 
plexity of her perception compellingly energizes and buoys her 
material. 
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Not all the poems seem to me equally successful. Sometimes 
their subjects fail to achieve the kind of complexity IVe described; 
in particular, the poems centered on sexual anger and pervasive 
violence ("Such Great Knockers," "Pumpkin Pie") flatten into 
overfamiliar rhetoric and responses. Potter occasionally tries to 
score points too melodramatically, as with the eviscerated dog 
in "Hotel Huerta" or the slaughterhouse of "Walking Past the 
Slaughterhouse." And several of the poems in the book's final 
section, which represent vignettes from a stay in Mexico, feel 
fairly slight individually, like slides in a rather earnest travelogue, 
although when read as a sequence they achieve more substantial 
effects. All reservations aside, though, this is a powerfully evoca¬ 
tive collection, lit with flashes of grief and humor, and masterful 
at evoking the way ordinary life crystallizes into something hier¬ 
atic and profound. 
If Potter tends to begin in personal experience and move 
outward, Angela Ball might be said to do the opposite: to build 
poems out of the accumulation of details which can at first seem 
abstract and almost random, but then suddenly coalesce into richly 
human experience. The self in Ball's work is much less biographi¬ 
cally located, much more an evident construct; sometimes the "I" 
represents the experience of someone clearly separate from the 
poet, and often, as in the following poem, there is no "I" at all. 
This is the opening of "No One By That Name": 
You say into the phone, 
"There's no Michelle here," 
no one that name has — 
You arrive in a room 
empty of why you came in — 
Years loosen you back 
to a child looking at gullies 
of low pines, scrub brush, torch berries — 
all that Dad kept right. 
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Dad fixed the tractor blade (you helped) 
by pounding the new teeth in, 
rode away, king high, 
over the hill pate. Mother 
rattled knives and forks in a drawer, 
sat at her mirror 
to put on her red mouth. 
The use of the second-person voice and the absence of a clear 
context at the outset are crucial choices; the "you" could be any¬ 
one, and only in the third stanza does the past begin to be sketched 
in. The self, the poem is telling us, is provisional, depends on par¬ 
ticular acts of memory and association, flickers in and out of con¬ 
sciousness. I have no idea whether it's actually Ball's childhood we 
glimpse here, and it's not the point; the experience is evoked so 
precisely that the reader is allowed momentarily to inhabit it, to 
share its uneasy remembrance. But rather than remaining in the 
realm of childhood memory, the poem widens its scope to become 
more meditative: 
They let your fists 
lock you to a zinging lamppost, 
electricity haywire with the scruff 
of your five years — how could they? 
never mind — 
you've come back 
as a thought 
all by itself, lonely as an eyelash 
in quiet air's deliberate coolness 
while a truck draws a riff of leaves 
down the street — 
Perfectly asleep, you wake 
to an extra breath, 
slightly laboring — a breath ghost, 
that's all, here to remember 
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how rain lifts a whole night 
in its travels — 
how cold trees antler by evening — 
trees of hard thorns, 
door in the wind's face — 
take it or leave it — 
remembering no one. 
The nature of the self with its ghostly visitations has become 
overtly the subject of the poem, but Ball keeps the abstractions 
(here and elsewhere) solidly grounded in strongly sensuous de¬ 
tails. The poem plays on the edge of consciousness; its quick 
phrases, fragmentary but evocative, suggesting though never de¬ 
lineating both sleeping and waking, the self you were and the self 
you are, everyone and "no one." 
If this collection incorporates less of Potter's urgent narrative 
drive and social consciousness, there are compensating virtues. 
Ball is much more a fabulist, and she has a lighter touch. Some of 
the poems come close to magical realism, as in "Jamaica," set in 
the Mood Club, "like the inside / of a hat oranged / with tropical 
dust," where the speaker plays dominoes with a vendor of electric- 
blue shaved ice. There's the grace of "Chasse," the confident col¬ 
lage of "Airships." The poem called "A Language" constructs 
through the slow drift of association an extraordinary series of 
metamorphosing metaphors; it begins as an anecdote of calamity 
and rescue, and ends as a love poem, and how it gets from one to 
the other is a lesson any writer could learn from. 
The poems spoken by historical figures — Poe, Captain Cook, 
Keats, an English artist's wife — and the series based on Chekhov 
stories are particularly interesting as reflections of Ball's exami¬ 
nation of the self. These poems are neither dramatic monologues 
(of the sort written by, say, Norman Dubie or Linda Bierds) or 
formal meditations, but something in between, neither altogether 
inside nor outside the character. Indeed, they often focus explic¬ 
itly on the wavering, evanescent nature of identity, as in the end 
of the Keats poem: 
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Infinity's gone flat. 
Roses aren't mine, nor her, 
though she came to stand in the garden 
when I asked, to let me glimpse 
her figure there. 
What's me? There's more life 
in any quiet corner. Moments 
a memory lurches forward, 
disappears, leaving a pane. Tabula rasa! 
The broad dark background 
when I close my eyes. 
("Keats in Rome"), 
or these opening lines from "A New Exile Talks of His Country 
We've become business-like — 
less and less obvious behind 
the pronoun "I" — whistling 
fills in, or weariness 
substitutes for love. 
Facts are not the creation 
of lives: white light 
around stars, yellow 
around the moon. Spring sun 
ranges white on branches, 
and so on. 
(Even in poems told in other people's voices. Ball doesn't attempt 
to be a ventriloquist: the perception, the diction, the radiant seeing 
are always hers.) 
Still, it's crucial that, despite the skepticism about identity 
that pervades these poems, their effect is anything but unremit¬ 
tingly gloomy. For evidence I'll close by quoting a poem that 
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seems to me singularly beautiful and wise. Characteristically, it 
begins in a kind of aphoristic detachment one might describe as 
impersonal if the voice weren't so immediate and interior: 
LOFTY CITIES 
One person lives by her eyes, another 
by his nose, another accepts no pain 
that's not supposed to exist. 
Another keeps her most prized resolve, 
"I'll stay in this narrow space," 
and so ruins her life. 
Emotions are hard 
to separate, except a time 
when we happen to love 
a whole body without 
even knowing about it, 
all its special lights. 
People seem a loose string 
of echoes starting 
from silence, not even 
the weight of a bone. 
A car goes by, a boy 
sticks out his head 
wearing a paper crown. 
The sky no more than a shrug 
of cloud, worn out, hanging. 
The best scenery is not this ridge 
collared with trees 
or even the unknowable 
mountains and crystalline 
valleys, but something 
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in the way of two stars 
I caught sight of, falling, their two 
slight sweeps down. 
There are the women who wear out 
the afternoons at lunch counters: 
customers and waitresses 
wearing one sad patience, 
shreds of mother love 
and slow cares. Finally 
they'll leave to the streets, 
though there's nowhere much 
to walk to, and it would be fine 
to forget all they are 
and what has burned there. 
This faces isolation and anxiety head-on; it's an Edward Hopper 
landscape, and its definition of identity as "a loose string / of 
echoes starting / from silence" is about as haunting as I can 
imagine. Yet in its lucidity, delicacy, and forthrightness, there's 
something almost heroic about the poem. The outline around the 
self may be ephemeral here, but it encloses whatever gives hu¬ 
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